
WRITING A CSV FILE IN JAVA

Reading and Writing CSVs in Core Java. Owning to the popularity and widespread use of CSV as a format for data
transfer, there are many.

CSVFormat; import org. To write our CSV file, we'll be using classes in the java. As always, Thank you for
reading. You just need to add a single setting called withFirstRecordAsHeader. We'll eliminate new lines and
replace them each with whitespace. The example code is available over on GitHub. Files; import java. Eugen
1. Luckily for us, there are many third-party libraries available for working with CSV files and many of them
handle these special characters and other exceptional cases that may occur. CSVPrinter; import java. For our
example, we'll focus on commas, quotes and new lines. Handling Special Characters In a CSV file, certain
characters are problematic and as developers, we rarely have total control over the quality of our data. If you're
interested in reading about other ways to read and write CSVs in Java, make sure to check out our other
articles:. After our Java example, we'll take a brief look at some available third-party libraries for working
with CSV files. In the above example, We parsed and read one record at a time from the CSV file. If there is a
duplicate entry in the CSV, the hash map will store the most recent 'read' and overwrite the previous entry.
Paths; import java. Reader; import java. You might run into memory issues because the getRecords method
loads the entire CSV contents into memory. Share it on Social media! If the CSV file has a delimiter other
than a comma, it can be specified in the split method. We'll be targeting our output file to open in Microsoft
Excel and Google Sheets. So let's look now at how to handle special characters. Once we have a CSVParser,
we can iterate over all the records one by one using a for loop. Following is another Sample CSV file that
contains a header. Fields containing commas or quotes will be surrounded by double quotes and double quotes
will be escaped with double quotes.


